
On the heels of Christmas comes the New Year--
December is an exciting time for everyone.
Here we offer a collection of carefully selected, made-in-Japan gifts,
sure to please the giver, and delight the recipient.

Gifts Made in Japan
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For that Special Someone,
on a Special Day

JQR SPECIAL
LaQ
● Yoshiritsu  Oyodo-cho, Nara

LaQ blocks can be used to create everything from a realistic 
tyrannosaurus, to chimpanzees and stag beetles. With the popular 
LaQ blocks, you can have fun making more complex shapes than 
with traditional stacking blocks, and they also help to enhance brain 
development in children. The LaQ Basic 2400 Colors
set includes 2,400 pieces plus movable parts called “Hamacron,” 
while the LaQ Imaginal Girls set includes parts for creating 
headbands and purses. 
● Yoshiritsu　Tel. 042-382-3955

★ LaQ Imaginal Series Girls set  ￥5,040

★ LaQ Basic 2400 Colors  ￥16,800

Building blocks to engross children and adults alike.
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For that Special Someone,on a Special Day

Negoro Nichigetsu Tray
● Hirosawa Shitsugei, Niigata City, Niigata

Tea Caddy
● Kaikado, Kawaramachi, Kyoto

This beautiful serving tray, burnished to a deep vermillion, is small enough to carry, and the perfect size for a 
few drinks between intimate friends. 
The base is embellished with images of waxing and waning moon, making it the ideal addition to any interior. 
★ Negoro Nichigetsu Tray　D600 × H300mm ¥231,000　
● Hirosawa Shitsugei  Tel. 025-222-5350

A compact serving tray of lustrous beauty
Kaikado began making tea caddies in 1875, using tin brought over from England. 
While the form couldn’t be simpler, the dual-layer structure provides an excellent seal, and requires 130 steps to create. 
Provides your tea with airtight protection from humidity. Other models available for coffee and pasta. 
★ Tea Caddy　Copper 120g D81 × H78mm ¥9,450　Flat Tin 200g D92 × H110mm ¥10,500　Tall Brass 200g D78 × H136mm ¥10,500　
● Kaikado  Tel. 075-351-5788

Famous yet practical, simple yet beautiful 
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Brazier
● FUJI Kobo, Narusawamura, Yamanashi

Nambu Cast Iron “Hikifune” Teapot
● Iwachu, Morioka City, Iwate

With its dovetailed corners and handles of black persimmon wood, this brazier inherits many aspects of traditional design.
300-year-old ash wood presents an exquisite grain. The joiner carefully finishes this luxurious piece in lacquer 
★ Brazier W500 × D500 × H400mm ¥520,000
● FUJI Kobo  Tel. 0555-85-2491

The “Hikifune” teapot, used in the café of New York’s Museum of Modern Art, basis its design on the image a boat being pulled onto 
shore by fishermen. Because of the superior insulating properties of Nambu cast iron, tea is slower to cool, making this teapot ideal 
for when you’ve forgotten the time over a lively chat. 
★ Hikifune Teapot　W12.5 × D19.5 × H14.5mm　3 colors (Matte black, matte reddish-brown, and matte green) Each ¥9,450
● Iwachu  Tel. 019-635-2501

A traditional design inheritance
Modernism from a 400-year-old tradition

For that Special Someone,on a Special Day
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Kamakura-bori lacquer ware has a nearly 800-year history. Even today, every tray and saucer is made completely by hand. The base wood is carved, 
then carefully finished in lacquer. Beautiful, but also sturdy and long-lasting. This wonderful addition to the dining table makes a perfect gift.
★ Napkin holder: Old wood is hollowed out, then decorated with carving. Atelier Sunsho, ￥5,500 (w/o napkin). 
★ Tray: One side covered in red fabric, the other in a flowing black “sword-strike” pattern, offering different uses depending on the food being served. 
Atelier Seiya, ￥23,100.
★ Chopsticks: Designed with flair, in the tradition of the Kamakura warrior. Atelier Seiya, ￥3,800.
★ Chopstick rest: Designed to represent a stone that’s been rounded off as it tumbles downstream. Atelier Endo,　￥11,500 (set of five).
★ Cup: This Zelkova cup features a “sword-strike” pattern on the lower half, above which is a pattern of small circles. Atelier Hasegawa, ￥10,164.
★ Sushi plate: This plate is designed to enhance the beauty of any food presentation. Atelier Hinata, ￥19,635.

With this traditional craft, attachment grows with use

Kamakura-bori Lacquer ware
● Atelier Sunsho (Napkin holder)
　Atelier Seiya (Tray, chopsticks)  Atelier Endo (Chopstick rest)
　Atelier Hasegawa (Cup)  Atelier Hinata (Sushi plate)
　Kamakura City, Kanagawa　
　

For that Special Someone,on a Special Day
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“Robot” by Noriyuki Shimura
● Robert Yellin Gallery, Ginkakuji-mae, Kyoto

Precision Tops
● BRANCH, Ota-ku, Tokyo

Ceramicist Noriyuki Shimura created this robot as a sort of offhand piece of art. 
But the depth of its colors and its sense of solemnity make it something special.
The playful spirit behind this “robot” reminds one somehow of a long-lost treasure of childhood. 
★ Robot, ¥100,000
● Robert Yellin Yakimono Gallery (Kyoto) Tel. 075-708-5581

These precisely-balanced tops, tooled on special machines, are so stable as to hardly seem moving, and a flick of the finger will keep them 
going for three minutes or more. Smaller than a one-yen coin, these little tops will put up a furious fight when set loose atop the “Coma Base.” 
★ KENKA COMA#1　D10 × H15mm ¥1,680　★ KENKA COMA#2　D10 × H15mm ¥1,680　★ COMA BASE　¥7,350
● BRANCH（http://store.branchproducts.com/）

A treasure to give an adult who’s left treasures behind
Tiny tops filled with small factory craftsmanship

For that Special Someone,on a Special Day
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Travel Bag
● SONICBANG Co., Ltd., (Tabisuketabizo）Kamakura City, Kanagawa 

Kimono Scarf
● Shion, Kita-ku, Tokyo

A simple canvas Boston bag without dividers or pockets. You can stuff it with anything, making it perfect for those who like 
to dig around to find stuff. Light and sturdy, and water-resistant to keep out the rain. Just the thing for your next trip. 
★ Otabiyama Tabisuke 1827g W750 × D350 × H360mm 　Four colors (Red, Black, White, Brown) each ¥50,000.
● SONICBANG  Tel. 0467-22-8881

Vintage kimono are reused to create these Japanese-style scarves. The beautiful prints are cut, then colors, patterns, and 
materials combined in perfect balance, before each is sewn by hand. 
★ Kimono scarf:  Material: Silk, cotton, polyester. From \3,150 each. 
● Recycled Kimono Scarves by Shion  Tel. 03-3909-3392

A reliable bag that will hold just about anything Beautifully-patterned kimono reborn as scarves

For that Special Someone,on a Special Day
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